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Japanese kanji practice sheets pdf

Click. a PDF document appears. To download a file, choose [Save As...] from the [File] menu. To print on paper, select [Print...] from the [File] menu. To view a PDF, you need Adobe Reader, a free application distributed by Adobe Systems. How to practice It is recommended to perform the following practice. First line: Carefully imitate the shape of the
sample letters. Second line (left): Write letters from time to time looking at the sample. Second line (right): Write a letter without looking, then compare with the sample. Repeat the same thing. Refer to the gridline to check the position of each stroke. This one-time practice would be enough to familiarize yourself with the shape of the letters. Repeat this
practice to become a master of beautiful handwriting! Handwriting instructions Handwriting instructions for each letter are available on the following pages. Related Topics Ideas for teaching Japanese writing, including kanji in the classroom, useful websites, board games, PowerPoints, videos, posters, flashcards and free downloadable sheets. Hai brochures!
1-4 Kanji revision brochurePractice kanji from Hai! 1-4 series (12-page booklet). Donated by K McMenamin hai_1-4_kanji_revision.docFile Size: 228 kbFile Type: docDownload File HSC KanjiKanji brochure (13 brochures = 200 kanji), including jump order, space for students to create hint, pronunciation, meanings and combinations. (Based on 12 year HSC
Kanji requirements and Wakatta Manual.) Funded by C DaggerN.B. This is a large file (64MB) and can take a few minutes to download: hsc_booklets.zipFile Size: 66974 kbFile Type: zipDownload File Senior KanjiKanji practice book for year 11 and 12 students. (37 pages) It contains practice areas for each Kanji and the area below each Kanji to write words
that use this Kanji. On the back of the booklet are kanji tests. Topics covered include self-introduction, tegami, kousoku to shuukan, celebration, hobbies and interests, entertainment, environment, travel, health, youthful celebrations, keigo, work, life in Japan. Students fill english in the far right column as they learn Kanji. The book is tied backwards like a
Japanese book, so that Kanji's page test sheets are on the limitless edge of the page. After completing the tests put on the clock for about 2 minutes, the students fold the filled columns under or cover them with something so that they look at english and complete the far-left Kanji column. Donated by M Browne kanji_senior_booklet.docxFile Size: 468 kbFile
Type: docxDownload File Kanji seniorThis brochure shows students the basic rules of jump order, different kanji readings. Based on the Obento Manual (year 11). Donated by T White kanji_senior_booklet.docxFile Size: 289 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Quizzes (Year 12 students) Kanji quizzes brochure (11 quizzes) for student students Japanese in year
12. Students write hiragana and English meaning of each kanji set. Funded by H Beech. year_12_kanji_quizzes.docFile Size: 79 kbFile Type: docDownload File Games and aerobics class class K Hutchinson Tt stands in front of the class and instructs the Ss to save certain things in the air with their arms and legs. For example, using your left hand, write
kanji for 'tabemasu' ⾷. Now use your right foot and draw a '飲 nomimas. Etc. All over the world Suzuki Ss sit in the shape of a watering can. The first Ss on the left side of the pod shape stands behind the Ss to his/her left. These two Ss are asked a question related to the target language. For example, how do you say kanji? OR What does kanji mean? The
first Ss answer continues to be left around the shape of the bead (imagine going around the world). This Ss still moves around the world until another Ss is faster than it is. The Ss that is the slowest sits down and the Ss that is faster takes its place. When one of the Ss reaches the end of the pod shape, they have the last 3 questions along with the last
person in the shape of a should. The SS that wins the last 3 questions competes with the person who moved the most around the horseshoe shape. Then two Ss compete with the last 3 questions. The winner is the Ss, which answers the most questions correctly and quickly. Back writing Customized with www.eslprintables.com student uses his or her
finger as a pencil and writes a kanji figure on the back of his classmate. This colleague tries to guess the word (or letter). If he or she guesses it before the writer finishes, he/she will get three points. If he or she guesses this after the word has been written once, both children receive two points. If a word must be written a second time, they receive only one
point. The ball tossget a big ball and write kanji marks examined all over it. Throw the ball around the room. As it is thrown away, scream the ぎ (right) or hidari ひlead). When the Ss catches the ball they have to read the kanji that is closest to their migi or hidari hand (which has ever been summoned by a putter). KanjiS basketball is divided into two teams.
Say kanji and Ss who writes it first and correctly gets the point. That Ss then gets the opportunity to shoot pretend basketball to pretend to be a trashcan target. The student can choose from a 3, 2 or 1 point shooting range. If a student doesn't get the ball in the basket, his team still receives at least 1 point for writing kanji the fastest. The team with the
highest number of points wins at the end. FlashEach Ss has a mini whiteboard (or laminated sheet of paper), an array marker, and an eraser (or chux). Tt screams kanji. Ss write it on the board and then show Tt as soon as possible. Points can be allocated to the fastest Ss. Or the fastest Ss can then scream the next letter. Memory plate Write kanji
tested randomly on the board. Ss then try to memorize them. Get the Ss to put your head down. Minai de kudasai. みないでください。 ' Then delete one of the letters. Ask the Ss to look at Hai, mitte kudasai 天天天来天天天天 'Ss raise their hands if they know which kanji is missing. Tt chooses the Ss that was the fastest. If they are correct, they may get
another chance to remove the kanji from the board. (Flashcards can also be used instead of writing kanji on the board. These flashcards can be easily removed and replaced.) Dokkan (bang)Write kanji tested on paddle pop sticks. Also write three paddle pop sticks with the word DOKKAN ⽇ッッン (bang). Put them all in a cup. Divide the class into two
teams (or more teams). Order one student from each team to come to the front of the room. They take a paddle pop stick. If they can call kanji correctly they get to keep the paddle pop stick. If they can't name the kanji they need to put the paddle pop stick back. If the SS pulls out the DOKKAN ⽇ッンッ stick then they must put all their paddle pop sticks
back into the cup. The team with the most rowing pop sticks at the end is the winner. DominoesPrepare a set of dominoes with kana / English on one side of dominoes and kanji on the other. Ss then match the kanji with kana/English. Fan-tastic To review kanji put the word that you want ss learn on a piece of A4 paper. Fold the fan-shaped paper. Slowly
reveal the word fan section by fan section. Ss need to guess what the word is before the fan is completely open. (For each fold left on the Ss you can get a point.) Guru guru JankenArrange about 10 podk-shaped chairs. Place a kanji card on each chair. Divide the class into two teams. Each team is placed on opposite ends of the horse shoe. Tt says
starto, and the students walk around saying every kanji. When the students meet they play jankenpon. The Ss who wins is still the one who loses must return to the end of his/her team's line. If the SS goes all the way around the shape of the shoe horse they get a point for their team. EXTRA: To make sure the Ss read the kanji correctly one Ss from each
team outside the horse shoe checking out what each Ss says. In addition, to make it difficult to have two or three pairs of Ss going around the horse's shoe at the same time! Janken Race Game J ChalmerChoose starting point on the wheel and put the counter there. Your partner starts opposite you on the wheel. Play janken. The winner can move forward
with the following number of seats: Win on 3 spaces, Win on 2 spaces, win on the ぱ天=1 spacebar. The goal is to catch up with your partner. When you land in the same space as your partner, you win the round. Color in the plate and start a new round. When all tiles are colored, the winner is the person with the highest number. (Modify this game with any
kana, kanji, or words that need to be reviewed.) junken_race_game_kanji.docxFile Size: 92 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Kanji concentrationGive Ss a blank piece of paper. Ask them to fold the paper into squares. Spread the paper. Then ss write kanji examined (use a pencil or a light color pen so that the letters can not be seen on the other side.) Cut
out the squares. Lay the squares face down in random order on the desk. Ss then try to find pairs of the same letters. Kanji jumble Customized with www.eslprintables.com Class is divided into pairs or groups. The teacher writes a few words in kanji about being studied on the board and gives each group a set of small cards in which the ss copy each kanji
and hiragana on the board. Then they need to mix kanji / hiragana, and then recompose each word. To make it more demanding Tt can delete the words on the board. The teacher is about checking the words and asking the Ss to read the words. For more advanced students, the teacher can write sentences, not words, and students must recompose the
sentence word by word. Kanji Ninja donated by L Brandis Tt faces his/her back to the Ss and draws over his head kanji in the air. Ss guess the letter. Ss replace Tt. Kanji picturesGive each student with an empty kanji letter. Ask them to create a picture of the kanji. Then hold these kanji around the room as reminders. Kanji raced off Donated by the W
LuDivide class into two groups and line up on two opposite sides. Spread kanji cards on tables in the middle of the room. The teacher calls out the word Kanji and each team sends a representative to find Kanji's target from a large pool. One correct card earns a point for the team. Kanji Stomp Donated by L Brandis Put a few kanji scattered on the floor in
front of the class. Select two Ss. Say kanji. The first Ss stomp on it with his foot and screams kanji is the winner. This person can now choose the next Ss to come and play. (Or Ss continue several times. The ss with the highest number of flashcards at the end is the winner). Kanji Taisou Donated by L Brandis Ss select part of the body and then use it to
write kanji in Japanese. Kanji snatchGed each pair of Ss kanji set. Ss put kanji on the table in front of them. Tt then yells one of the kanji. Ss need to grab the right kanji. The fastest gets to keep it. If there is a draw, then they play junkenpon to see who holds the kanji card. Tthe with the highest number of cards at the end is the winner. Kanji Michikusa
Suzuki Use grid (about 8 out of 10). Write kanji 3 jump from one side of the grid to the other (randomly, but still making sure that the students can make a line 3 kanji jump from start to goal). The label where the first 3-bitch kanji is from Start, and on the other hand, where the last 3-suwowe kanji is with goal. Complete the grid with other Kanji, such as 2 or 4chuw Kanji. Ss draw a line from start to finish finding all 3 jump Kanji. Extra: hiragana vs katakana, numbers vs kanji, travel vocabulary vs other vocabulary etc. Kanji Rebuild Suzuki Tt shows kanji on A3 a piece of paper that has been divided into each jump (they may be in jump order). Ss need to put the strokes back together and guess what kanji is. (This
can be done in pairs.) Additional: You can use this with hiragana, katakana or spell words Line up kanjiDivide class into three groups. Ask each group to stand in a straight line in front of the teacher. Tt shows kanji. Three Ss standing at the front of each line must say kanji. The Ss that is fastest gets to the end of the line. Tt shows the next kanji and so on.
Every time a team leader returns to the first line, his team scores. Memory One set of kanji cards (or kanji withj hiragana means sets). Place all the card caps and Ss you need to find matching pairs. The personal card in kanjiStudents go to www.yournameinjapanese.com and find the kanji connection that they like. Then using calligraphy sets students to
make desk name cards. Donated by R Dettmann Naughts and kanji crossesUe kanji (or kana) in place of X or O on naughts and board crosses. The teacher can demonstrate the correct order of strokes on the board, and students can copy them to the fields at the top of the worksheet. Donated by K Caughey. naughts_and_crosses_hiragana.docxFile Size:
169 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Newspaper kanjiGet old Japanese newspapers, magazines or advertisements (print Japanese websites). Get the Ss found kanji tested. Ss then cut out the kanji and tip them into their books. Ohajiki -- Take a lot of small stones or flat balls. On each stone write kanji. Divide the class into small groups. Give each group a
bag of stones. Spread the stones on the desk/floor. Ss reads two stones and moves one stone to another. If the stones touch (without touching another stone), then they get to maintain the stone. Ss with the highest number of stones at the end wins. Memory OHT Suzuki Put up OHT with random kanji on it. Ss have one minute to remember whats up on
OHT. Tt removes OHT and Ss to save all the things they can remember. The Ss that remembers the most words wins. Cleaning kanjiGive pipes each Ss a cleaners for pipes. Get them to create a kanji from cleaning the pipes. (Instead of cleaning the pipes, you can use play dough.) Sheet overviewMiss an image from each chapter in the manual that Ss
studied. Then draw a bubble over each photo. Ss write kanji, words or sentences using kanji, which is associated with the chapter image. Run and write Split class into two teams. Assign a runner for each team. Tt shows flashcards pronunciation kanji Ss then run to the board and writes kanji. The person who does it first gets a point. The team with the
highest score at the end is the winner. Run and circle Write on the board kanji tested. Divide the class into 2 teams. One Ss from each team stands at the back of the room. Tt then screams kanji. Ss run and kanji wheel. He gets a point for his team the fastest. The next Ss of each team then has to go until all the Ss have taken a turn. Hunt scavenger
KanjiPut kanji letters around the room. Divide the class into two teams. Select two Ss. Tt says kanji letter. The first SS to find that kanji and say it in Japanese gets a point for your team. The team with the highest points count is the winner. Jump order relay Divide the class into groups 4 or 5. Students stand behind them in a line toward the board. The
teacher gives each student at the front of their line a whiteboard marker. The teacher then says the word /kanji. Students at the front of each line quickly walk to the board and record the first jump of the word kanji. Students return to their line and hand the pen to the next student who will write Kanji's next jump. Students can only write one jump at a time. If
the student on the board at this time does not know how to write a stroke they will have to go back and pass the pen to the next student. Conintue until one team wrote the kanji/word correctly. This team is a winner and scores a point for their team. Repeat them with new words. At the end of the match, the team with the highest score counts. Funded by N
Collins Tic-Tac-Toe kanji Adapted from www.superteacherideas.comDivide their students to two teams. Draw a large tic-tac-toe grid on the board. Select one person from one team to get started. Tell them a kanji letter to write. Get one of the students from one of the teams to come and write kanji. If they write kanji correctly, then a person from the same
team gets to come and write another letter. If he's wrong, the person on the opposing team gets to come up with it. The first to complete 3 squares in a row is the winner. EXTRA: Have a completed tic-tac-toe grid on the board. Two Ss ting to the board. If they can read kanji correctly, they can draw maru (circle) or bats (cross) for their team. The first team
to receive 3 row is the winner. Word Tree Customized from www.eslprintables.comDyek students into groups. For each kanji tested provide a notch from a large tree. Write or paint the kanji on the trunk of the tree. Invite students to hang words on sheets of paper containing kanji from a branch of a tree. Display the accumulated trees on the wall of the
classroom as the deadline progresses. Use them to periodically read the review. Wani kanji 漢 Use about 10 kanji flashcards are one or two Wani cards. Drill flashcards. Each time kanji is shown the students sing that kanji 3 times. If the card is shown, all students shout, get up and replace chairs. The last student to get a place must come to the front of the
class and make 10 star jumps (the rest of the class count on a voice 1 to 10 in Japanese). Then continue drilling flashcards. OR: Instead of swapping places, students can get up when they see the wani and sit down for the next wani last stand or sit down must do star jumping. wani_card.docxFile Size: 17 kbFile Type: docxDownload File CalligraphyThis
powerpoint introduces shuuji and shodou. Discusses kakizome first calligraphy of the year. This PowerPoint has a 2014 theme: kotoshi no kanji from 2013 and uma for 2014 Year of the Horse. Contains information and links about shodou performance. Donated by K Kirkpatrick shuuji_shodou_kakizome.pptFile Size: 2041 kbFile Type: pptDownload File Kanji
originsPowerPoint introducing the origins of Japanese kanji. Donated by Polverino kanji_origins_ppt.pptFile Size: 691 kbFile Type: pptDownload File Japanese Kanji BasicsVideo introducing the basics of Japanese kanji including the origins of Kanji, what is kun reading and reading, stroke styles such as stop, release and hook. Handwritten kanji
searchSearch kanji using mouse to manually save in a box. Suggested kanji are given. Click on the desired kanji for detailed explanations, meaning, sentences and possible combinations. Kanji damage website Learn kanji using mnemonics and jokes. (***WARNING of some adult-only content.) Kanji repeaterKanji drilling exercises divided into different
levels. Kanji lists are given in the attached website so that Ss are able to learn meanings and readings. Kanji sheets quick and easy kanji sheets with this kanji sheet creator. Just select the kanji and print. It contains meaning in English, Reading and Kun reading. Flashcards - KanjiPractice kanji using these cards. Donated by E Cataloni kanji_cardsFile Size:
13 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Kanji gridsStudents complete the grid, with English meaning, with appropriate kanji in the box. Donated by K Anabuki kanji_grids.docxFile Size: 15 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Template - kanji practiceTemplate for creating kanji practice pages for students. Donated by N Cooper kanji_practice_template.docxFile Size:
202 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Test - kanjiSs read hiragana sentences and change hiragana into kanji. (Based on year 10 Japanese) Donated by Y Yao kanji_test.docxFile Size: 25 kbFile Type: docxDownload File Sheets - kanji free to download kanji sheets. With clear stoke order, tracking and writing activities. Action.
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